The magnetophoretic transistor device has strong parallels with the electronic bandgaps of conventional three-terminal transistor switches. We create a semiconducting region for cell transport by introducing a small gap between two magnetizable disks ( Figure 1 a,b) . This gap prevents the crossing of single cells and beads, except in the presence of an external gate bias. The transport properties can be understood through the spacetime variations in the magnetic potential energy landscape. The energy is determined by computing the local magnetic fi eld distribution ( ) B r , and by assuming that the beads and cells behave like point dipoles with magnetic moments χ μ = / 0 m VB , where V is the volume, χ is the volumetric magnetic susceptibility of the beads or cells, and µ 0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. The energy landscape in the horizontal plane located at one cell radius above the substrate is calculated from: = − ⋅ (1 / 2) U mB . As shown in Figure 1 a,b, a double-well potential exists in the absence of a gate current with the energy barrier located at the center of the gap (see Figure 1 a,b). This energy barrier prevents spontaneous cell and bed motion across the gap in the unactuated state. However, if the magnetic fi eld is locally tuned by an adjacent microwire (gold wire of Figure 1 a), then the double well potential merges into a single energy minimum, allowing the cells to be transferred across the gap. The current threshold required to activate particle transport across the gap is similar to the band referenced Fermi level of semiconductors. The direction of particle crossing (toward or away from the microwire) can be controlled with the fi eld orientation and the direction of the applied gate current.
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The magnetophoretic transistor device has strong parallels with the electronic bandgaps of conventional three-terminal transistor switches. We create a semiconducting region for cell transport by introducing a small gap between two magnetizable disks ( Figure 1 a,b) . This gap prevents the crossing of single cells and beads, except in the presence of an external gate bias. The transport properties can be understood through the spacetime variations in the magnetic potential energy landscape. The energy is determined by computing the local magnetic fi eld distribution ( ) B r , and by assuming that the beads and cells behave like point dipoles with magnetic moments χ μ = / 0 m VB , where V is the volume, χ is the volumetric magnetic susceptibility of the beads or cells, and µ 0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. The energy landscape in the horizontal plane located at one cell radius above the substrate is calculated from: = − ⋅ (1 / 2) U mB . As shown in Figure 1 a,b, a double-well potential exists in the absence of a gate current with the energy barrier located at the center of the gap (see Figure 1 a,b). This energy barrier prevents spontaneous cell and bed motion across the gap in the unactuated state. However, if the magnetic fi eld is locally tuned by an adjacent microwire (gold wire of Figure 1 a) , then the double well potential merges into a single energy minimum, allowing the cells to be transferred across the gap. The current threshold required to activate particle transport across the gap is similar to the band referenced Fermi level of semiconductors. The direction of particle crossing (toward or away from the microwire) can be controlled with the fi eld orientation and the direction of the applied gate current.
We designed, optimized, and built magnetophoretic transistors from aligned layers of magnetic permalloy disk patterns and gold wire patterns. These devices were fabricated on silicon wafers (University Wafer, Boston, MA) by conventional photolithographic lift-off technique. The magnetic pattern consisted of a 5 nm/100 nm bilayer stack of Ti/Ni 81 Fe 19 . The overlaid microwire patterns consisted of a 5 nm/100 nm bilayer stack of Ti/Au. In between each metallic layer and on the top and bottom surfaces, we deposited 250 nm of SiO 2 by plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Advanced Vacuum Vision 310) in order to electrically isolate the gate electrodes from the magnetic layer and fl uid. More information on the processing conditions and experimental testing protocol is provided in Materials and Methods (Supporting Information).
The transistor geometry consists of permalloy disks with radius, R , and thickness, τ m , which are separated by a gap distance, d , at the switching junction. A metallic wire of thickness, τ w , is overlaid with its left edge shifted by a distance, λ , from the disk edge on the opposing side of the gap. Locally strong Single cell arrays are an increasingly important tool for biology; [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] however, most existing single cell platforms are unable to perform large-scale operations on single cells with the fl exibility and automation of modern day computer circuits. Inspired by the random access memory (RAM) architecture, we developed a novel approach for logic-based transport of single cells in microfl uidic environments. [ 11 ] This approach uses passive circuit elements (conductors, capacitors, and diodes) to transport single cells to pre-designated switching junctions. Active circuit elements (transistors and multiplexers) are used to switch the direction of cells at junctions, enabling their individual isolation, multiplexing, and retrieval from the array. The switching thresholds of previous transistor architectures, however, have yet to be experimentally quantifi ed. Moreover, prior systems lacked reciprocal writing capabilities (i.e., ability to import a cell into, and export a cell out of, an array site). Finally, surfactants were required to prevent adhesion of particles and cells to the chip surface, which limited its capability for extended cell cultures.
Here, we experimentally quantify for the fi rst time the switching thresholds of a general three-terminal magnetophoretic transistor. Our efforts to optimize the device for low-power consumption, along with the development of novel biocompatible surface coatings, have enabled a novel platform which can be scaled to address biologically relevant problems in single cell analysis.
COMMUNICATION
magnetic fi elds are created by narrowing the wire to a width, r w , at the junction. Magnetically labeled cells are depicted by the black circle, having a mean radius, a .
We used fi nite element (FEM) simulations (Ansys, Maxwell 15.0) to compute the magnetic fi elds in the gap between two disks, when in the presence of a uniform magnetic fi eld applied along the track axis ( x -direction). The equivalent magnetic charge distribution was evaluated on the disk surface using the relation:
. The charge density on the axial surfaces and the perimeter are denoted by σ s and σ p , respectively. Their geometric variations were found to correspond to hyperbolic and periodic functions as
where the best fi tting parameters were found to be σ 0p = 6.2 H ext , σ 0s = 0.12 H ext , and γ = 4. Once the charge distributions are determined, the magnetic potential φ m is calculated by integrating over these charged surfaces
The fi elds and fi eld gradients produced by the disks are then calculated by taking successive derivatives of the magnetic potential, [ 12 ] which allows for computation of the magnetic forces and potential energies. This method was used to produce energy line cross sections (red line, Figure 1b 
where the wire's fi eld is assumed to be produced by a sheet cur-
which is a reasonable approximation when the wire thickness (≈100-200 nm) is much smaller than the minimum planar dimensions of the wire (≈2-3 µm). In order to simplify In all cases, a constant uniform magnetic fi eld is applied along the positive x -direction and denoted by the black arrow. d) The bead remains on the same side of the gap due to the double well potential of part (a). e) In a clockwise rotating fi eld, the bead moves across the gap toward the wire due to a gate current in the positive y -direction. f) In a counter-clockwise rotating fi eld, the bead crosses the gap and moves away from the wire due to a gate current in the negative y -direction. The fi eld rotation sense is denoted by the circular arrows, and the gate currents are shown as red arrows.
our theoretical model, we assumed that the fi elds from the wire and magnetic disks are non-interacting. These assumptions were deemed necessary for computational efficiency to analyze switching properties and particle trajectories.
One of the important challenges we faced stems from the tendency of cells to avidly adhere to untreated surfaces. Nonspecifi c cell adhesion hinders controlled manipulation and must be solved for proper functioning of these multiplexed devices. To address this limitation, we deposited a "nonfouling"-protein and cell resistant-poly(oligoethylene glycol methyl methacrylate) (POEGMA) 50 nm thick coating on top of the chip surface that reduced cell adhesion to the substrate. POEGMA surfaces were deposited by surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP). The approach has been previously described, [ 13 ] but has never been attempted on lithographically patterned substrates. Briefl y, the POEGMA layer was constructed by fi rst functionalizing the SiO 2 top surface of the chip with ATRP initiator and then immersing the substrates in polymerization solution, producing surface-tethered brushes of POEGMA. In order to protect the exposed electrodes and connectors, a 3D-printed chamber was then fastened on the chip with silicone adhesive, shown in Figure 1 c.
Magnetic beads (Spherotech CM 50-10) with mean diameters of 5.7 µm were used to test the transistor performance in deionized water. Magnetically labeled human CD4+ T-cells of a similar size range were also tested by conjugation to anti-CD4 antibody labeled magnetic nanoparticles (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada). The labeling effi ciency and cell isolation purity were confi rmed by fl ow cytometry. We developed a custom stage to perform microscopy, while also allowing for the application of rotating magnetic fi eld. This stage, shown in Figure 1 d, consists of a four-pole iron plate (McMaster Carr) wrapped with magnet wire (20AWG), and powered by programmable power supplies (BOP 20-5M, Kepco, Flushing, NY). We made electrical contact to the gate electrodes with IC test clips (Ponoma Electronics, Everett, WA). Both the rotating fi elds and gate currents were controlled by customized LabVIEW programs (National Instrument), and the transport experiments were monitored in a Leica DM LM microscope using a Retiga 2000R video camera (Figure 1 d) .
We investigated two types of transistor modes, including an attractive mode, shown in Figure 2 b,e, and a repulsive mode shown in Figure 2 c,f. The energy landscapes of each of these modes in the presence and absence of gate currents are shown in Figure 2 a-c. Suffi ciently strong gate currents can annihilate the double well energy barrier of Figure 2 a, and induce the cell to transfer across the gap toward the wire (attractive mode) or away from the wire (repulsive mode). Example particle trajectories for each transistor mode are provided in Figure 2 d-f, where the corresponding external fi eld directions and in-plane rotating fi elds are also illustrated.
We measured the switching thresholds of the attractive and repulsive transistor modes through a combination of static and dynamic transistor tests, with the results shown in Figures 3  and 4 . From simulations, we expected that optimal transistor performance can be achieved when the gap distance is similar to the cell diameter. [ 14 ] To test this hypothesis, we fabricated a series of transistors with gap distances ranging from 5 to 15 µm to cover a range of dimensions relative to the typical diameters of human T-cells (6-10 µm). For transistors gaps smaller than 8 µm, we observed a high frequency of particle crossings in the absence of a gate current, rendering this geometry unsuitable for a transistor switch. For transistors gaps larger than 10 µm, we found that excessively large gate currents were required to achieve reliable switching. The rest of this analysis thus focused on gap dimensions of 8 or 10 µm, which is slightly larger than the average cell diameter.
We investigated two approaches for evaluating the transistor performance, referred to as "static" and "dynamic" transistor tests. In the static test, we positioned the cells or beads at the gap junction, and then aligned the external fi eld along the track 
axis ( x -direction). Next, we slowly increased the gate current, and recorded hysteresis loops for the position versus current, and in the process identifi ed the gate currents when the cells and beads transferred across the gap (see Movies S1 and S2, Supporting Information, for beads and for cells, respectively). The switching experiments were conducted on at least ten beads or cells for each experimental condition, and we repeated the experiment in triplicate for each specifi c bead or cell. The average switching current thresholds for the attractive and repulsive transistor modes for magnetic beads and cells, respectively, are shown in the bar plots of Figures 3 c,d and 4 c,d . In order to compare these experimental results with our theoretical model, we computed the expected current switching thresholds, assuming that the bead diameter was a random variable, with mean and standard deviation of 5.72 ± 0.86 µm, as derived from pixel analysis based size measurements of a population of 30 magnetic beads. The simulation results and their standard deviations for the switching thresholds are provided in Figure 3 e,f, and used for comparison with experiments on magnetic beads. Simulations for cells show similar trends (data not shown).
In the bar plots of Figures 3 and 4 , each bar corresponds to a specifi c transistor geometry with a unique gap size and gate location. The black, red, and blue bars correspond to transistors with a gap size of 10 µm, but with different offsets for the wire displacement from the disk edge, ranging from 7 to 9 µm. The green bars of Figures 3 and 4 correspond to transistors with a smaller gap size of 8 µm and a displacement of the microwire by 6.5 µm from the gap center. In all cases, the wire width kept fi xed at 3 µm, which is the smallest photolithographically reproducible dimension.
Though there are some differences between theory and experiment, the simulations results predict the correct order of magnitude of the required switching currents, shown to be in the range of 10-30 mA. Experiments also confi rmed our predictions that magnetic beads will switch at lower current threshold when the gap size is smaller. This trend is clearly observed in the repulsive transistor modes of Figure 3 c,e; however, the trend still appears to be consistent for the attractive transistor modes and for the cell based switching experiments of Figure 4 . Some features predicted in the theory were not observed in experiment, which are attributed to the oversimplifying assumptions in our idealized theoretical model. Improving the simulation accuracy would require better knowledge of the magnetic domain structure in the disk patterns as a function of the applied magnetic fi eld, as well as more rigorous treatment of the fi eld distribution using fi nite element models.
We next employed dynamic testing of the transistor switching effi ciency, which is more representative of the device operating conditions. Using the transistor geometry of d = 10 µm and λ = 9 µm, the number of successful bead and cell crossings were monitored as a function of the applied gate currents in an externally applied 45 Oe rotating magnetic fi eld. The switching efficiency is also shown as a function of frequency for single beads in In comparing the data for the static and dynamic tests, we found that at low frequencies the switching thresholds were commensurate, which validates the simpler static tests to quantify transistor performance. At higher frequencies, the switching thresholds are reduced, as previously predicted, [ 14 ] and thus frequency can be used as an additional control parameter to reduce the switching thresholds. For the magnetic beads in the repulsive mode (Figure 3 a) , we observe complete switching with gate currents of ≈8 mA for the 0.5 and 0.8 Hz driving frequencies. On the other hand, complete switching is achieved with gate currents of ≈15 mA when the driving frequency is 0.2 Hz, which is consistent with the static transistor tests. For the cell data, we fi nd that complete switching is achieved at gate currents of ≈20-25 mA for the 0.2 and 0.5 Hz driving frequencies, which is also consistent with the static transistor tests.
The ability to achieve both attractive and repulsive modes in a single transistor architecture allows us to implement the full write cycle (i.e., writing a bead or cell to the array, and extracting it from the array). These dual functions are depicted in Figure 5 , where the red lines show the trajectories of magnetic beads being written to array sites, and the green lines show the trajectories of beads being retrieved from array sites. In total, this demonstration required nine synchronized switch operationsthree row switches were activated to introduce cells down specifi c rows in the array, while three column switches were activated in the repulsive and attractive mode, in order to import or export the beads, respectively, from their designated storage sites. The actual trajectories are shown in Movie S5 (Supporting Information), and an additional high-resolution Movie S6 (Supporting Information) demonstrates that similar operations can be performed on magnetized cells.
The use of passive circuit elements (magnetic tracks) to transport magnetized objects in parallel with an external rotating magnetic fi eld, in combination with active circuit elements (transistors) to switch objects at specifi c junctions, provides a scalability that is similar to that found in a computer RAM memory. As such, this platform avoids potential issues with localized heating and high power densities of nDEP and optical systems [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and allows large numbers of objects to be controlled with relatively few gate electrodes. Our experimental quantifi cation of the switching thresholds in three-terminal magnetophoretic transistor devices thus establishes the baseline for future efforts to scale this tool into a novel, biologically relevant platform for single cell analysis.
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